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A B S T R A C T

Recent studies have demonstrated the potential for leveraging computer vision models and
Google Street View (GSV) images to identify associations between infrastructure attributes and
population health outcomes. However, these studies underutilize the potential available data by
focusing on a small set of predetermined indicators. In this study, we integrate these methods and
bioinformatic approaches to fundamentally reframe how the complex natural and built environ-
ments are represented and evaluated. We demonstrate this integrated approach by assessing sig-
nificant differences in attributes of the environment surrounding childcare facilities that reported
high and low child development outcomes in South Africa. Using a cross-sectional study design, a
standard geofence (1.6 km square) was applied to a set of GPS coordinates from N = 86 child-
care facilities in South Africa reporting mean child development outcomes in the top and bottom
10% of all facilities surveyed (n = 43 each). GSV images in the geofenced site around the child-
care facilities were downloaded via the GSV API. Next, Google's Vision API – a set of algorithms
that can generate >10,000 unique labels – was applied to each image, generating a set of 30–50
labels describing features of each image with a minimum accuracy of 60%. Abundances of labels
from each site hosting a childcare facility were estimated and normalized. Differences in the
abundance values were compared between high and low scoring sites using bar plots, alpha and
beta diversity, ordination plots, and Linear discriminant analysis Effect Size (LEfSe). The results
suggested that higher abundances of labels associated with transportation and residential build-
ings or community spaces were present in high scoring sites, while in low scoring sites, labels as-
sociated with roads, dry and rural land, and electrical public utilities were significantly more
abundant. This exploratory approach can provide a globally scalable method that can generate
insights at a granular level for environmental effects on child health.
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1. Introduction
Google Street View (GSV) images have become an increasingly popular data source to evaluate environmental health characteris-

tics of the natural and built environment and their association with various population health outcomes. In addition, recent work has
leveraged computer vision models to automate and standardize approaches to identifying or rating environmental health characteris-
tics of interest within these images (Gebru et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2019). However, a central challenge in these GSV methods is se-
lecting which inputs or ‘exposures’ to evaluate (via human identification or algorithmic identification). Previous approaches relied on
individual, a priori hypotheses and traditional statistical methods to evaluate associations between a single or small set of predictors
(e.g., green space, walkability) and the outcome (e.g., safety, chronic disease). GSV has been used to evaluate predictors such as
pedestrian safety, walkability and bike-ability, motorized traffic levels (Rundle et al., 2011), neighborhood demographics (Gebru et
al., 2017), infrastructure decay and disorder (Rundle et al., 2011), and green spaces (Lu, 2019). These are then evaluated for signifi-
cant associations with health outcomes such as COVID-19 cases (Nguyen et al., 2020), mental health metrics (Odgers et al., 2012),
chronic disease, and mortality (Lu, 2019), among others. The primary benefit of these recent GSV applications is the replacement of
the human presence (and bias) in collecting the observational input data. However, the traditional analytical methods applied after
data collection is complete, underutilizes the full potential of the ‘big data’ nature of GSV and computer vision model applications, es-
pecially within environmental exposure and human health.

Timing, frequency, diversity, and abundances of different human exposures to environmental pollution sources create a complex
problem and identifying a single or small set of factors associated with negative human health outcomes have limited utility. How-
ever, given the advancements in the diversity and specificity of computer vision models and availability of GSV images, new methods
can be applied that can better represent the complexity of the human-environment interaction in a neighborhood. Specifically, molec-
ular bioinformatic techniques have been developed to evaluate complex microbial communities (such as the human gut microbiome)
and their association with health outcomes using a series of metrics and approaches including alpha and beta diversity, ordination
plots, and Linear discriminant analysis Effect Size (LEfSe) (Allaband et al., 2019; Dave et al., 2012; Voth-Gaeddert et al., 2019).
Neighborhoods or communities can have a similar level of complexity in the local environmental health characteristics (LEHC) pre-
sent as compared to the human gut microbiome. This similarity allows for a unique application of bioinformatic tools, and a funda-
mental reframing of how analytical methods (in this case bioinformatic methods) are applied within the GSV-health problem space.
This includes how these methods represent the input variables, control for externalities, mitigate biases, and evaluate the effects of
the input variables on outcomes of interest.

To demonstrate this potential, we focus on a central human health outcome within South Africa, and globally, namely, child de-
velopment. A growing body of research confirms the important role of the early years of life for later-life success. Improving child de-
velopment outcomes such as cognitive and emotional development, are associated with both short-term and long-term physical and
mental health challenges (Koletzko et al., 2019; Russell et al., 2022). In addition, child development outcomes are central to many of
the targets set in the Sustainable Development Goals (Britto, 2015). Within South Africa, early childhood development continues to
improve at a national level, however, the effects of apartheid and post-apartheid policies and programs result in heterogeneity in
these improvements, therefore warranting new approaches to monitoring and supporting equitable progress in child development
(Barbarin and Richter, 2001; Lu and Treiman, 2011). However, costs to implement robust and sustainable monitoring and reporting
systems in South Africa and globally, especially in rural and poor areas, are high. Therefore, new scalable methods, that are easy to
contextualize to different settings are required to measure child development, globally. In addition, a significant amount of work has
been dedicated to evaluating the association between environmental living conditions (exposures, safety, etc.) and child development
outcomes (Walker et al., 2011). Observational studies and environmental sampling have traditionally been used to characterize the
environment (Capone et al., 2019; Pickering et al., 2012; Voth-Gaeddert et al., 2018a, 2018b), however, recent advancements in digi-
tal technologies have led to an expanding approach to "big data” collection including satellite data and drone imagery (Andres et al.,
2018), call detail records (Jones et al., 2018), and integrated weather and topography data (Jeon et al., 2019), among others (Andres
et al., 2018). GSV images have demonstrated the potential for an image-based approach to characterizing environments at a granular
level, while being scalable globally (Rzotkiewicz et al., 2018). Rzotkiewicz and colleagues conducted a systematic review of GSV in
health research and highlighted strengths such as low cost, ease of use, and time savings (compared to physical audits or observa-
tions) while noting weaknesses including image resolution, and spatial and temporal availability biased towards wealthier communi-
ties and higher population density areas (Rzotkiewicz et al., 2018).

The effects of local environmental health characteristics (LEHCs) on child development, as well as other child health outcomes,
are also driven by the LEHCs’ diversity and abundance in the setting. Given this, as well as the diversity of trained computer vision al-
gorithms able to identify large numbers of LEHCs, bioinformatic methods can provide an approach to evaluate the diversity and abun-
dance of LECHs and their association with child development. This integration of GSV, computer vision models, and bioinformatics
methods could help 1) understand what environmental factors are associated with child development outcomes to improve targeting
of programs or policies and 2) predict which locations may have lower child development outcomes based on LEHCs in locations
where it is difficult or expensive to have field teams on the ground.

In this study we aim to use GSV images and computer vision models to generate abundance estimates of LEHC labels in sites that
host childcare facilities. Bioinformatic approaches will be used to evaluate significant differences in LEHC label abundances between
childcare facilities scoring in the top and bottom 10% of a national evaluation of child development among childcare facilities in
South Africa.
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2. Methods
2.1. Setting

As of 2021, South Africa has a population of 1.3 million children between 4 and 5 years of age (common ages of children in child-
care facilities). According to the Thrive by Five Index study, 72% of children 4–5 years of age attend some type of Early Learning Pro-
gram (i.e., childcare facility) in South Africa, with many more informal childcare arrangements (Giese et al., 2022). Furthermore,
55.3% of children 4–5 years of age fell behind in early learning (as defined by the Thrive by Five study). Statistics South Africa report
that in 2020, 51% of children (0–17 years of age) live in poverty (less than $39 or R647 per person per month) (Statistics South Africa,
2020), while malnutrition is high, with 25.1% of children 4–5 years of age chronically malnourished (Giese et al., 2022).

2.2. Childcare facilities and child development data
In 2021, the Thrive by Five Index study was conducted to generate a national estimate for the Early Learning Outcomes Measure

(ELOM) (Giese et al., 2022). In the study, 1247 childcare facilities were surveyed using a three-stage cluster sampling approach. Clus-
ters of childcare facilities were randomly selected, followed by a random selection of childcare facilities within each cluster, and fi-
nally, a random selection of 3–5 children, aged 50–59 months, per childcare facility. From this dataset, a national estimate of 65% of
children are not ‘on track’ for physical and cognitive development (defined as meeting learning standards, conduct tasks expected for
their age, and meet growth standards). In addition, a robust dataset, including GPS locations and child development measures of each
childcare facility, was generated. In total, 432 clusters, 1247 childcare facilities, and 5184 children were surveyed. Additional details
on the national study can be found in Giese et al., (2022) (Giese et al., 2022).

2.3. GSV pilot study
For this pilot study, we randomly selected 43 childcare facilities from the top and bottom 10% of the original 432 clusters based on

mean overall child development scores for the cluster (N = 86 total childcare facilities). This initial sample size was selected based on
necessary sample sizes to detect significant differences in the alpha and beta scores, previously demonstrated sample sizes used in the
LEfSE analysis (Segata et al., 2011a), as well as the cost of the data and analytic tools. Facilities were labeled as ‘high’ or ‘low’ based
on if they were selected from the top 10% or bottom 10% of child development scoring clusters, respectively. Next, each site which
hosted a childcare facility was evaluated for LEHC label abundances. Here, abundance refers to the number of times a specific label is
found within a site.

2.4. GSV analysis and abundance estimates
To create a standard approach for generating LEHC label abundance estimates for each site that hosted a childcare facility, a 1600-

m square geofence was set with the GPS coordinates for the childcare facility in the center. This distance was selected based on the
range of previously reported data evaluating associations between pollution (noise, air, water, soil, etc.) and child health and the sig-
nificantly diminished effects as the distance between the children and the point and non-point sources increases (Maantay and
McLafferty, 2011). In addition, 1600m provides a robust set of images in which to characterize the neighborhood environment. Next,
based on the field of view for each Google's Street View (GSV) image, GPS coordinates were then generated every 30 m apart covering
the entire geofence site. GPS coordinates less than 30 m apart may generate the same image due to the spacing of images within the
GSV database, increasing the risk of double counting and amplifying representation biases. The set of GPS coordinates was then up-
loaded to the Google Cloud Shell Platform to temporarily download the images for analysis using the GSV Application Programming
Interface (API). Four images per GPS coordinate were downloaded, each with a unique, equally spaced heading (0o, 90°, 180°, 270°)
but having the same pitch (5% decline). The GSV API uses the GPS coordinates, heading, and pitch to check if a GSV image is avail-
able for that specific location. Availability is based on if a road is present and if an imaging vehicle or person has submitted an image
from that location. If the image was available, it was automatically downloaded into a folder specific to that childcare facility. Due to
a higher abundance of available GSV images for high versus low scoring sites, GSV images for high scoring sites were randomly sub-
sampled at 23% of the total images available. Images from N = 86 geofenced sites with a childcare facility were downloaded. How-
ever, in both groups, if the total number of images for a site was below 240, it was removed from the analysis. Based on preliminary
evaluations and the mean number of images per site, sites under this cutoff may not be sufficiently represented. This cutoff value pro-
duced N = 60 sites (n = 30 in each group) for further processing.

Next, using the Google Cloud Shell Platform, the Google Vision AI API was called to analyze each image using the label detection
models. The label detection models are proprietary, but often are a set of deep convolution neural networks (Nguyen et al., 2019). For
Google Vision AI, they can generate >10,000 unique image labels and provide up to 50 labels per image along with an accuracy con-
fidence score for each. The accuracy confidence score threshold for the labels was set at 60%. Previous validation studies have
demonstrated high concordance between the default cutoff (50%) and hand-labeled images for a subset of labels (Nguyen et al.,
2019). Given our full-data approach, we set the cutoff at 60%. Example labels include items such as car, bicycle, or wheel for trans-
portation or shrubland, prairie, or sand for landscape (see Fig. 1 for an example). The labels can vary widely, and, similarly to bioin-
formatics data, form part of a hierarchy or taxonomy. However, this taxonomy does not yet exist for the set of algorithms in the
Google Vision AI API label detection tool. Therefore, we followed Hlava (2015) in developing an initial version of a Google Vision AI
label taxonomy (Hlava, 2015). This included the following steps: 1) setting boundary conditions, 2) defining the core components of
the taxonomy (the highest level of taxa), 3) taxonomy creation, and 4) taxonomy validation. The 1100 most prevalent individual la-
bels from across all geofenced sites were retained and a taxonomy was created. To create the taxonomy, two researchers were given
the list of labels, a small example set, and a list of labels designated by the authors as the highest-level taxonomy (i.e., core compo-
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Fig. 1. Example of output of Google Vision AI analysis.
Top 10 labels listed based on accuracy scores (study cutoff was 60%). Total labels with ≥60% accuracy generated for the left image was n = 20 while the right image
was n = 40. Images by Lee E. Voth-Gaeddert.

nents). The two researchers independently created a taxonomy, the two taxonomies were then compared, and any discrepancy was
resolved by the first author of this paper (see the supplementary material for further details). We provide additional definitions and
terms common within the field of molecular bioinformatics, for those readers less familiar (see Text S1).

Image labels were aggregated for each geofenced site and a data matrix of raw counts for each label and site was created. To nor-
malize the data, established bioinformatic methods from Bolyen et al. were adapted and followed (Bolyen et al., 2019). Briefly, the to-
tal raw count of labels for each site was divided by the median total number of labels across all sites resulting in a normalized raw
count for all geofenced sites. Finally, to test if changing the initial heading altered the abundance estimates, a sub-analysis was con-
ducted to compare the label count estimates for a small set of GPS coordinates (n = 96) at 0, 90, 180, and 270 to the same set of GPS
coordinates but with a heading of 45, 135, 225, and 315 (see supplementary material Text S2 and Fig. S1 for further details).

2.5. Data analysis
The normalized raw counts of labels for each area were then used to evaluate the differences in childcare facilities that had a child

development score in the top 10% (‘high’) to those in the bottom 10% (‘low’). First, to visually evaluate abundance distributions
across sites and groups, a bar plot was generated. Due to the high complexity of the label abundances, only the highest taxonomic
level was depicted (Level 1). The bar plot was estimated using the plot_bar function in the Phyloseq package in R (default parameters
(Mcmurdie and Holmes, 2013);).

Second, alpha and beta diversity differences were evaluated. For alpha diversity, the Shannon index was used to evaluate differ-
ences visually via a box-and-whisker-plot and statistically via the pairwise Wilcox Test. For beta diversity, due to the presence of null
values in the dataset (some sites having zero of a specific label), the Bray-Curtis distance metric was used to evaluate dissimilarities
between groups visually by non-metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) plots and statistically via PERMANOVA by adonis
(Oksanen, 2022). In addition, ellipses denoting the two-dimensional t-distribution and normal distribution (dotted line), were added
to the NMDS plot to visually evaluate differences in high and low groups. This visual differentiation was also used to identify a subset
of sites for further analyses (see Table S1). This included a positive deviance analysis (‘high’ scoring sites in the ‘low’ scoring region
of the NMDS plot), negative deviance analysis (‘low’ scoring sites in the ‘high’ scoring region of the NMDS plot), and an inter-
comparison analysis (a set of ‘high’ and ‘low’ scoring sites that occupied the same region of the NMDS plot). All analyses and plots de-
scribed above were conducted in R using the Phyloseq package (Mcmurdie and Holmes, 2013).

To evaluate label-specific differences between high and low scoring sites, Linear discriminant analysis Effect Size (LEfSe) was
used. The LefSe function on Galaxy Huttenhower platform was used with default parameters (Segata et al., 2011b). An analysis of all
neighborhoods, grouped in high vs low scoring groups was conducted and individual feature analysis, bar plots, and cladograms were
generated. Next, three sub-analyses were conducted including positive and negative deviance, and an inter-comparison. Further de-
tails on the specific sites used for the deviance analyses and inter-comparison are presented in Table S1 in the supplementary mater-
ial.
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3. Results
Twenty-six of the selected 86 sites had fewer than 240 images within the geofence and were dropped from the analysis. Normal-

ized label count estimates for N = 60 geofenced sites with childcare facilities were generated, n = 30 from the top and bottom 10%
of sampling clusters for child development scores, respectively. Table 1 presents a set of descriptive statistics for the high and low
scoring sites. While the basic descriptive statistics were similar between groups, the composite child development scores were inten-
tionally different between groups. In addition, the available images per site and generated labels per site were different, with twice as
many images and labels available from high scoring sites compared to low scoring sites. Hence a normalization step was critical.

The bar plot in Fig. 2, depicts the abundance of labels at the first or highest level of the taxonomy for each individual site, grouped
by high and low scores. Labels associated with infrastructure and landscape were the most prevalent for all sites. Labels associated
with the city, infrastructure, and transport appear to have a higher abundance among high scoring sites, where labels associated with
animals, landscape, and sky appear to have a higher abundance among low scoring sites. The LefSe analysis presented below provides
details on label-specific differences at lower taxonomic levels.

To compare overall differences in labels between groups, alpha and beta diversity metrics were estimated. Fig. 3a depicts the box-
and-whisker plot for the alpha diversity measure (Shannon Index). The alpha diversity measure was statistically different between
high and low scoring sites according to the pairwise Wilcox Test (p-value <0.001). This suggests that there was a higher diversity of
labels among high scoring sites.

Fig. 3b is the ordination plot which visually depicts the dissimilarities in label counts between grouped sites based on the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity metric. The two ellipses denote the t-distribution (solid line) and normal distribution (dotted line) for each
group of sites. The figure suggests that based on labels, high scoring sites form a specific cluster which partially overlaps with the
low scoring sites. In addition, there appears to be a specific point horizontally (0.1 on the x-axis) where the high and low scoring

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for the childcare facilities in the final set of geofenced neighborhoods.

Description High Scoring (Top 10%)
Mean (Std)

Low Scoring (Bottom 10%)
Mean (Std)

Altitude (meters) 904 (688) 1043 (457)
Sex (prevalence) 53% girls 54% girls
Age (months) 55.1 (1.65) 54.2 (1.51)
Height (cm) 106.6 (4.11) 103.5 (2.52)
Height-for-age z-score −0.10 (0.82) −0.67 (0.52)
Cluster Composite ECD Score 59.0 (4.81) 32.0 (3.71)
Facility Composite ECD Score 60.7 (9.47) 30.3 (8.05)

Domain 1 (GMD) 9.72 (2.04) 5.73 (2.02)
Domain 2 (FMCVMI) 13.9 (2.15) 8.30 (1.98)
Domain 3 (ENM) 11.5 (2.51) 5.37 (2.22)
Domain 4 (CEF) 11.5 (3.28) 3.96 (1.60)
Domain 5 (ELL) 14.1 (2.14) 6.91 (3.24)

Images per neighborhood (Median, range) 1655 (329–2237) 850 (248–3756)
Labels per neighborhood (Median, range) 48,217 (9442–69509) 22,870 (7198–93692)

GMD = gross motor development; FMCVMI = fine motor coordination and visual motor integration; ENM = emergent numeracy and mathematics; CEF = cognition
and executive functioning; ELL = emergent literacy and language.

Fig. 2. Label abundance bar plot of individual sites grouped by high and low scores.
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Fig. 3. a) Box plot of alpha diversity of labels from neighborhoods and b) ordination plot of neighborhoods.
High and low scores refer to ECD scores of childcare facilities in a site. Shannon index used for alpha diversity. Ordination plot depicting beta diversity is a non-metric
Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) plot using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity metric.

sites differentiate themselves. Statistically, there is a significant difference between the two groups, based on the PERMANOVA test
(p < 0.001). Fig. 3b was also used to identify positive and negative deviant sites as well as a set of sites for inter-comparison be-
tween the two groups. The list of neighborhoods included in all three sub-analyses can be found in the supplementary material.

LefSe analysis was used to evaluate significantly different labels between 1) overall high and low scoring sites, 2) positive deviant
sites, 3) negative deviant sites, and 4) inter-comparison sites. Fig. 4, Fig. S2, and Table 2 report the key significant differences across
the four comparisons. The overall comparison had 388 individual labels that were significantly different. Fig. 3 aggregates these at
levels 1 and 2, while Table 2 describes the categories of the top 30 most significantly different labels. For example, Table 2 reports
that labels associated with ‘transport’ were much more abundant among high scoring sites. Fig. 3 suggests this was primarily driven

Fig. 4. LefSe Cladogram for each comparison.
There were seven taxonomic levels, names and color wedges only shown for levels 1 and 2 for clarity (further details in the supplementary material). Sample sizes in-
clude overall (30 high vs 30 low), positive deviance (5 high vs 23 low), negative deviance (25 high vs 7 low), and inter-comparison (9 high vs 9 low).
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Table 2
Summary of Top 30 Abundant Labels across all comparisons.

High Low

Overall Transport
Cars, vans, trucks, buses, bicycles, etc.

Roads
Dirt roads, asphalt, tar, road surface, highway

Residential Buildings
Homes, apartments, town houses, condominiums, etc.

Dry and Rural Land
Field, soil, sand, grass, plain, prairie, shrubland
Electrical public utilities
Electrical network, overhead powerlines

Positive Deviance Residential Buildings and Neighborhoods
Homes, cottage, apartment, residential area, real estate, etc.

Roads
Asphalt, tar, road surface
Dry and Rural Land
Plateau, badlands, geology

Negative Deviance Transport
Cars, vans, trucks, buses, bicycles, etc.

Roads
Dirt roads, asphalt, tar, road surface, highway
Dry and Rural Land
Field, soil, sand, grass, plain, prairie, shrubland, aeolian dunes
Electrical public utilities
Electrical network, overhead powerlines, electricity

Inter-Comparison Transport
Cars, vans, trucks, buses, bicycles, etc.

Roads
Asphalt, tar, road surface

Moist Landscape
Wetlands, water, lacustrine plain

Dry and Rural Landa

Shrubland, drought, canopy
Commercial and Industrial Buildings
Commercial building, garage door, building material

a Labels associated are slightly different compared to other categories with the same name. Total number of statistically different labels varied by comparison, overall: 388;
positive deviant: 123; negative deviant: 212; inter-comparison: 25.

by labels associated with motor vehicles (cars, buses, motorcycles, etc.). Additionally, ‘buildings’ and specifically those classified as
residential buildings were more abundant among high scoring sites. For low scoring sites, ‘landscape’ labels associated with dry and
rural characteristics were much more abundant along with roads and large electrical public utility labels.

The positive deviance analysis compared five high scoring and 23 low scoring sites, the negative deviance analysis compared 25
high scoring and seven low scoring sites, and the inter-comparison compared 18 evenly divided and grouped sites between high and
low scores. The Cladograms in Fig. 4, as well as the category labels summarized in Table 2, allowed for the identification of unique dy-
namics. For example, the most important attribute that differentiated the positive deviant sites (i.e., high scoring) was residential
buildings, as also seen in the overall analysis. This may suggest that if a childcare facility is embedded in a community, as opposed to
a commercial or industrial location, better child development outcomes are possible. This is further supported by the higher abun-
dance of commercial and industrial labels among low scoring sites in the inter-comparison. However, the residential building at-
tribute disappears when evaluating what was missing among low scoring sites in the negative deviance analysis. The key attribute
that was missing in low scoring sites (i.e., labels in high abundance in high scoring sites) was transportation. This attribute was also a
key differentiator when conducting the inter-comparison. This may suggest that the availability of transport near childcare facilities is
an important attribute for improved child development outcomes.

Labels in higher abundance among low scoring sites were also relatively consistent across comparisons. All four comparisons iden-
tified labels associated with ‘roads’ and ‘dry and rural land.’ Road labels included characteristics such as road surface, dirt roads, as-
phalt, tar, highways, etc. While all GSV images for all sites were taken from the road, low scoring sites had a higher abundance of la-
bels associated with roads. This may suggest that there were either fewer structures (buildings or vehicles) to impede seeing other
roads, fewer other labels to attribute to an image, or longer stretches of road in the same direction. Dry and rural land labels included
characteristics such as grasslands, prairies, shrubland, sand, and soil, among others. This suggests that childcare facilities were near
open areas and less likely to be embedded in communities. However, this may be due to the low population density or overall total
number of households in an area. Finally, in the overall comparison and the negative deviance analysis, labels affiliated with electri-
cal public utilities were more abundant. This may support the previous reported findings that embedding childcare facilities in resi-
dential or community-centered areas, as opposed to commercial or industrial areas, is important for child development outcomes.

4. Discussion
Machine learning and big data can play an important role in improving our ability to identify and mitigate potential environmen-

tal exposures to communities at a global scale while maintaining local granularity. In this study, we demonstrate a unique, big data
approach to exploring potential environmental differences among sites that host childcare facilities and the corresponding child de-
velopment outcomes. This approach provided an exploratory method to identify potential local environmental health characteristics
associated with differences in child development outcomes in childcare facilities. While previous applications have demonstrated the
utility of GSV images and computer vision models, our approach provides a fundamental reframing of how we apply analytical meth-
ods to represent high dimensional or “big” data. Here we maximized the number of input labels to provide a ‘full data’ approach to
improve our understanding of the association between environmental factors and child development outcomes. Each bioinformatics
tool applied in this study provided a unique way to analyze and visualize different characteristics of the high dimensional data and
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the associations with child development outcomes such as diversity metrics, distance metrics, or effect sizes. Previous literature has
demonstrated the complexity of environmental factors associated with improved child development outcomes. Therefore, having a
method that can help reduce this initial complexity (i.e., data reduction approaches), can be a powerful tool to incorporate into a
larger series of steps for understanding factors driving child development outcomes.

Using this approach, we find that a higher abundance of image labels associated with transportation and residential or community
spaces are present in high scoring sites. In low scoring sites, labels associated with roads, dry and rural land, and electrical public utili-
ties were significantly more abundant. Interestingly, for positive deviant sites (those with high scores but that clustered with low scor-
ing sites), the data suggested that there was a significantly higher abundance of residential buildings near the childcare facilities with
higher child development scores. This was also supported by the higher abundance of commercial and industrial labels among low
scoring sites in the inter-comparison analysis. For negative deviant sites (those with low scores but that clustered with high scoring
sites), the data suggested that there was a significantly higher abundance of labels associated with transportation in the high scoring
sites. This suggested that the lack of transportation labels (primarily motor vehicles such as cars) among low scoring sites may be as-
sociated with lower child development scores. This was also supported by the results from the inter-comparison analysis.

While child development metrics have been demonstrated to be associated with the household and childcare facility environ-
ments, the community or neighborhood environments are also hypothesized to be associated with child development (Anders et al.,
2012; Black et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2011). Walker and colleagues, in a Lancet series, summarize substantial work around elucidat-
ing the drivers to improved child development outcomes, suggesting there are many direct (e.g., malnutrition and environmental ex-
posures) and indirect effects (e.g., poverty) that can lead to poor outcomes (Walker et al., 2011). Furthermore, as demonstrated by
Anders and colleagues, these direct and indirect effects can vary over time in significance and magnitude (Anders et al., 2012). Eco-
logical systems theory has been used to help understand the role of various social and physical systems in which early childcare is em-
bedded and the effect of the various attributes of these systems on child development outcomes (Marshall, 2004). Our findings align
with previous work demonstrating the importance of the larger built environment surrounding the childcare facility, including host-
ing the childcare facility in more residential areas (Loeb et al., 2004) and improving transportation access in those areas (Satoh et al.,
2018; Walker et al., 2011).

The proposed method in this study is exploratory and should be paired with locally targeted confirmatory approaches to limit
overinterpretation of results. For example, within the South African context, a potential next step could include reevaluating the 60
sites, using a more targeted approach to quantifying the percent area surrounding the childcare facility classified as residential. This
could be integrated into a larger regression model to better understand the contribution of location in explaining the variance of the
child development outcome. Previous research in South Africa has suggested that physical activity is associated with positive child
development outcomes and that the local environment can play an important role in promoting such activity (Uys et al., 2016). For
transportation, further evaluation could be conducted by looking at what aspects of transportation have positive impacts on child de-
velopment (is it public transport like buses, or walkways, that drive improved outcomes?). In South Africa, seminal work has been
conducted looking at public transportation, income poverty, and children (Lucas, 2011). Furthermore, this method may be able to
predict child development outcomes, given a set of new study sites or neighborhoods as it provides a method that is not a complete
black box. Finally, child development outcomes are aggregated based on a set of sub-domains each with their own unique areas. Fur-
ther analyses in domains related to physical development may yield information helpful to understanding the role of the environment
on child health. Regardless, this method should be applied appropriately, as an exploratory tool, and complemented with confirma-
tory approaches.

There are a number of limitations with this type of approach, many of which have been discussed in detail in the context of molec-
ular bioinformatics (Escobar-Zepeda et al., 2015; Hiraoka et al., 2016) and previous GSV applications (Rzotkiewicz et al., 2018). First,
the GSV images available in a given site can vary widely and are often correlated with socio-economic status (as this is associated with
general infrastructure development). To account for this, we have used well established normalization techniques, however, diversity
metrics sensitive to total unique labels will have a bias towards high scoring sites. Second, we used computer vision algorithms
trained and provided by the Google Vision AI team via their API. While generally it is known that convoluted neural networks are
used, various details on training quality, hyperparameters, and similar metrics are unknown. In addition, certain types of algorithms
may be more prevalent (i.e., there may be more transportation related algorithms versus art algorithms), which increases the risk of
overrepresentation in the taxonomy. Third, the image labels were not mutually exclusive to each other and therefore a taxonomy was
required to provide a hierarchical structure to the labels. This taxonomy was built by the researchers and not the team which runs
Google Vision AI. Therefore, misinterpretation of some labels is possible, however, most results reported here were significantly dif-
ferent at a high taxonomic level (level 1 or 2). Fourth, spatial autocorrelation can introduce bias into results, however, the three-stage
sampling technique used in the original childcare survey minimizes this risk. Finally, we used the top and bottom 10% of clusters of
childcare facilities to demonstrate our technique, however, this can hide important nuances within the remaining clusters and this
population segment should be evaluated in future research. Despite these challenges, we aim to demonstrate the utility of this ap-
proach as one tool in a set of tools that can be used to better understand the role of the environment on various outcomes, such as
child development.

Finally, child development is one of many outcome metrics that can be evaluated. In the introduction section, we highlighted
other outcomes such as injury, violence, alcohol and tobacco use, physical activity, mental health (Rzotkiewicz et al., 2018), COVID-
19 cases (Nguyen et al., 2020), mental health metrics (Odgers et al., 2012), acute and chronic disease outcomes, and mortality. These
metrics could replace our current child development metric to allow for a granular evaluation of drivers to those societal issues. In ad-
dition, metrics such as disaster preparedness or climate change resilience could be evaluated to better understand how communities
can prepare for future challenges.
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5. Conclusion
In this study, we integrated GSV images and computer vision models with bioinformatic approaches to evaluate significant differ-

ences in LEHC labels of the built and natural environment between high and low child development scoring sites hosting childcare fa-
cilities. The approach provided a big data method that could account for the high level of complexity from the environment. The re-
sults suggested that higher abundances of transportation and residential buildings were associated with higher child development
scores, while more rural, dry, and industrial attributes were associated with lower child development scores. Combined with previous
literature, the data suggest that geographic location and mobility are important decision criteria for new or existing childcare facili-
ties. To continue to improve the method, the taxonomy should be refined (with possible input from the team at Google), methods to
reduce bias in GSV image representation should be further improved, and additional output metrics should be explored. However,
this method can provide a granular approach to understanding unique local dynamics while being scaled globally.
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